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Allan J. Baker (1943-2014) Mike Cadman: Coordinator of three 
Ontario Breeding Bird Atlasses

The two true initiators of the Virginia American 
Oystercatcher work



Field work conducted from 1981-1983 in 
Chincoteague Island, an islet, Wallops and 
Asswoman Island, Virginia.

Islands all were relatively undisturbed by humans. 

Habitats included both (large and small) beaches 
and salt marsh pannes.



The world was a different place! Most biologists wanted to contribute to 
ECOLOGICAL THEORY, not necessarily Conservation Practise. 

Thesis objectives included:

1) Understanding basic phenology of the species in Virginia



Has phenology 
changed? A 
question that the 
AMOY working 
group can 
probably address!



Second egg always 
larger!



Heavier and larger females produce larger eggs (mass-egg, r = 
0.47, P < 0.05; structural size-egg, r = 0.51, P < 0.025,  n = 19)

∝

Further question: Does it matter!!?? That is do larger eggs 
have higher survival probabilities??



Thesis objectives included:

2) Understanding the partitioning of male and female parental 
roles



Typical bi-parental shorebirds 
but with a difference!

Provisioning young means 
some flexibility as the chicks 
do not necessarily need to 
have direct access to food! 

“The inherent conflict between the sexes falls on a con-
tinuum of intensity ranging from those species where offspring are easily 
raised by one parent (no cooperation) to species where biparental care is
required to raise the young (high degree of apparent cooperation). 
TRIVERS (1972) termed the apparent cooperation as 'complementarity’ of 
sex roles.” 

General context:

Nol 1985, Behaviour



.

I predicted that apparent cooperation should be most developed during 
period when energy expenditure was greatest (during chick-rearing) 

Observations of pairs of marked individuals for over 156 days

1. Both sexes made the most trips 
first thing in the morning, and 
pattern between the sexes was 
similar over the day. Males and 
females had similar rates of trips 
and similar lengths. 

2. No real evidence for conflict 
except males waited longer to take 
a trip after a female returned than 
the opposite pattern. Provisioning 
trips were every 10-15 minutes



Prediction of high correlation in territorial behaviour if cooperative both early and late, and in response 
to predators/conspecifics during early chick-rearing when each benefits, but lower later when there 
might be less of a cost of lack of cooperation. 



Growth rates: These were similar in broods of different sizes 
as were provisioning rates. During my field season I observed 
many chicks rejecting food offerings, suggesting that food 
was not limiting. 
Brood size (# of chicks) Provisioning rates Asymptotic mass  (g) of 

chicks

1 2.00  +- 0.22 400

2 1.83 +- 0.14 400
3 1.64 +- 0.24 385

Nol 1989, Condor
National Audubon Society



Concerns over poor nest success and what factors 
impacted territory quality.

Came from views of repeated flooding events for some 
birds: Modelled nest success as a function of timing. 

Prediction even in the early 1990’s was for more frequent storms and 
that this would spell trouble for coastal nesting species



Correlations:

Larger nearby feeding area led to earlier egg 
laying, larger eggs and higher fledging success 
(both in one year and over the three).   

Correlations ranged from 0.50 to 0.53, so 
certainly not all variance explained. 

Nol 1989, Condor

Does nesting habitat quality 
relate to reproductive 
performance? 

Andrew Cooper, Coastal Care



3) Understanding the factors affecting the variety of life-history 
strategies in the solid black versus the pied oystercatchers. 



What factors affect oystercatcher life-history strategies?

Simons 2017



Pied Oystercatchers Black Oystercatchers
Clutch sizes 2-4 (mostly 3) 2 (sometimes 3)
Body sizes Slightly smaller (< 650 g) Slightly larger (> 650 g)

Resident or migratory Migratory Resident
Rocky or sandy 
shorelines

Sandy Rocky shore

Adult survival 
estimates

Lower Higher

Cllutch size/body mass Higher Lower

General features of the two colour morphs

Patterns: Phil Hockey (1996). Haematopus ostralegus in 
perspective: comparisons with other oystercatchers, in: Goss-
Custard, J.D. (Ed.) The oystercatcher: from individuals to 
populations. Oxford Ornithology Series, : pp. 251-285

Genetics: Tess ? from University of Aberdeen, Scotland. 
Reported at #ISTC20



Fortunate to travel to Punta Tombo in Patagonia to study H. palliatus
dunfordi and H. ater (the Blackish Oystercatcher)

Punta Tombo: Breeding area for H. palliatus durnfordi and H. ater, 
wintering area for H. leucopodus



H. palliatus durnfordi fed chicks partially from rocky shores, so 
exhibited an intermediate life-history. Also had a smaller 
clutch size and was mostly non-migratory. 

Photo D. from: Clay et al. 2014, Int’l Wader Studies 2014



And then, there was the concern over conservation of AMOY!

In 2001, at a meeting of the 
Waterbird Society in Niagara Falls, 
ON, the AMOY working group was 
formed!



Survey results

1) Boat, truck and helicopter (GA only) based  (1999-2000, 
Nol et al. 2000): about 9000 individuals

2) Aerial-based in winter and corrected for detection 
probability using aerial photographs (2002-2003; Brown et 
al. 2005): Nearly 11,000 birds.

3) Repeated aerial survey (NY to Texas) (2013; Brown et al. 
in Simons 2015): 11,000 birds.

Therefore, with real data the species was lifted out of the ‘danger’ zone, but the 
initial estimate spurred on research and cooperation on this species across its range. 



Clay et al. 2014, International Wader Studies



A survival estimate from resighting data from 1978-1980

Habitat Survival Resighting

Marsh nesting 0.94 (0.85-0.98) 1.00

Beach nesting 0.81 (0.67-0.90) 1.00

(Nol, Murphy and Cadman 2012)

Other estimates have been used in demographic models (Shulte 2012, Felton 2018) with estimates of 
breeding and wintering populations remarkably consistent with the model inputs.

In this model Sa was estimated to be) 
0.92 (Murphy 2010)

Figure from Simons 2017



Theses on American Oystercatchers pre-2001

Davis, M. B. (1999). Reproductive success, status and viability of the American 
Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus). (Masters Thesis), North Carolina State 
University.

Tuckwell, J. (1996). The flexibility in foraging behaviour of the American 
Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus) in winter. (Masters Thesis), Trent 
University

Lauro, B. (1986). Nest site selection of American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) in salt 
marshes. (Masters Thesis), Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Humphrey, R.C. (1988). Ecology and Range Expansion of American Oystercatchers in Massachusetts. 
(Masters Thesis), University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.

Novick, J. S. (1996). An analysis of human recreational impacts on the reproductive success of 
American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus): Cape Lookout National Seashore, N.C., 
(Masters Thesis), Duke University, Durham, North Carolina.



Theses since US Conservation Plan: 8 Masters theses, 5 Ph.D. theses. Six universities, seven states.  

Collins, S. (2012). Reproductive ecology of American Oystercatchers in the Cape Romain region of South 
Carolina: implications for conservation. (Masters Thesis). Clemson University

McGowan, C. P. (2004). Factors affecting nesting success of American Oystercatchers 
(Haematopus pallitus) in North Carolina. (Masters Thesis). North Carolina State University. 

Virzi, T. (2008). Effects of urbanization on the distribution and reproductive performance of the 
American oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus palliatus) in coastal New Jersey. (Doctoral 
Dissertation). Rutgers University

Hand, C. (2008). Foraging ecology of American Oystercatchers in the Cape Romain Region, 
South Carolina. (Masters Thesis). Clemson University. 

Stocking, J. J. (2012). Effects of predator control and habitat type on American Oystercatcher 
(Haematopus palliatus) reproductive success. (Masters Thesis). North Carolina State University. 

Murphy, S. P. (2010). Population dynamics of the American Oystercatcher (Haematopus
palliatus) near the northern limit of its range. (Doctoral Dissertation). City University of New 
York, New York, New York.

Sabine, J. B. III (2005). Effects of human activity and predation on breeding American 
Oystercatchers. (Masters Thesis). University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

Wilke, A. L. (2008). Status, Distribution and Reproductive Rates of American 
Oystercatchers in Virginia. (Masters thesis). William & Mary College.



Felton, S. K. (2018). Investigating acute and long-term effects of management actions on 
American Oystercatcher populations. (Doctoral Dissertation). North Carolina State University. 

Sterling, A. V. (2018). Modeling productivity for American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) and Wilson's 
plovers (Charadrius wilsonia) in a highly dynamic environment. (Doctoral Dissertation). University of Georgia. 

George, R. C. (2014). Reproductive ecology of the American Oystercatcher (Haematopus palliatus) in 
Georgia. (Master’s Thesis). University of Georgia. 

Munters, A. E. (2014). Nest site selection of American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) on 
the Upper Texas Coast with comments on field sexing techniques. (Masters Thesis). Texas State 
University – San Marcos. 

Schulte, S. A. (2012). Ecology and population dynamics of American Oystercatchers (Haematopus
palliatus). (Doctoral Dissertation). North Carolina State University

Borneman, T. E. (2013) Effects of human activity on American Oystercatchers (Haematopus palliatus) 
breeding at Cape Lookout National Seashore. (Masters Thesis) North Carolina State University.



First species to have its own ‘Business Plan’



Culmination of the first 15 years of the AMOY working group: Symposium 
at Waterbirds Society annual meeting in Bar Harbour, ME and a SPECIAL 
PUBLICATION of the Journal Waterbirds (2017) 



Major Accomplishments of American Oystercatcher Working Group (as of 2017)

(1) Over 30 institutions and organizations have participated in 
the AMOY working group

(2) Active list-server with > 150 members.

(3) Portal for banding resight data set (including coordinated 
banding protocols)

(4) Meetings held annually from Maine to Texas (including two 
virtual meetings)



(4) As of 2017 there were 25 published papers plus numerous 
reports (and the theses mentioned previously)

(5) Major symposium organized (2015) in Bar Harbour, ME which 
included colleagues from Mexico.

(6) Identifying that threats to AMOY also threaten other beach-
nesting birds so conservation of AMOY results in conservation 
of many other species (an ’umbrella’ species?)

(7) Recognized as conservation leaders!

(8) Expanded to include all of the H. palliatus sub-species!

Major Accomplishments of American Oystercatcher Working Group (as of 2017)





Regular resightings of birds 
in Panama, Honduras, 
Mexico and Nicaragua

Also, within season 
movements can be quite 
extensive.

Substantial site-fidelity to 
non-breeding locations 
(e.g., Black GF resighted in 
Nicaragua 2012, 2014, 2016

From Simons 2017 (Waterbirds)

Insights from banding studies:



Banding data summarized to examine migratory connectivity and adult survival of 
migratory and resident populations (Murphy et al. 2017)

From that study, detections remain high even though over broader area (> 20 km) 
and adult survival rates did not vary among migratory and resident populations.



Resighting rates variable by mostly > 50%

Murphy et al. 2017



Length of stay at two Massachusetts breeding 
locations (Loring et al. 2017)



Widespread as a breeder on coast of Baja 
California and on the east coast of the Sea 
of Cortez (all 5 states of NW Mexico). 

More than 2200 birds counted (much larger 
than previously assumed)

Conservation efforts underway because, 
although large, many threats.

Pacacios et al. 2017. 

Most are nesting on islands (80%+)

AMOY in Mexico (H. p. frazari)



In summary:

The AMOY Working Group is not going anywhere!

There is still a  surprising amount to discover about this 
species (e.g., recruitment rates, presence of dominance 
hierarchies, lifetime reproductive success, density-
dependent processes, spatial use across the annual cycle, 
wintering ecology especially outside eastern NA range, 
and others).

AMOY are clearly an excellent species for training 
students in coastal ecology and avian conservation



Thanks!

To the American Oystercatcher Working Group including all the 
students, government and NGO scientists and the general public, 
who have done so much for this species. 




